SERIES K300
FULLY CASSE T TED
RE TRAC TABLE AWNINGS
FOR DECKS & PATIOS

WHERE FASHION MEE TS FUNC TION

The Series K300 Fully Cassetted Retractable Awning has beautiful
European lines enhancing your home’s appearance while providing
oasis-like cool shade. When closed, the awning’s sleek full cassette
design virtually disappears into your home’s exterior.

Understated Beauty

Series K300 shown in OPEN position

Series K300 shown with optional drop screen

Limited mounting space, clean design and an optional drop screen were all factors
in the decision to choose the K300 Retractable Awning for this home owner. When
extended, it seems to disappear into its surroundings. When retracted, it blends
perfectly with the home’s exterior. The optional drop screen provides added solar
protection when the sun is in a lower position, and retracts effortlessly into the
front bar of the awning when not in use.

Series K300 shown in CLOSED position

Neat & Discreet
Series K300 tucks away into its fully cassetted hood when not in use. It completely
protects your fabric from the elements and takes up a minimal amount of space!

Series K300
Full cassette helps to protect the fabric
roll when retracted.

Patented articulating shoulders provide
easy to adjust pitch control. These drop
forged components will last a lifetime.

Choose from a wide selection of motors and
controls to make your awning completely
automated.

Available in 200+ beautiful acrylic
fabric patterns and colors.

Our sleek, commercial-grade frame components
have an electrostatic powder coated durable finish to
prevent chipping and cracking.

IMPORTANT NOTE! Your new awning is intended as a
protection against the sun only. It is not to be used during
periods of strong wind, rain, hail, or snow.

When closed, the
K300’s cassette is
contained within
6" of space.

Distinctive homes require exceptional accessories. The owner of this beautiful home wanted to maintain all of the esthetic
appearance of the custom millwork on this quaint porch. With only a six inch header, once again the K300 Retractable Awning
with an almond finish was the answer. Whether looking from the outside or looking from the inside… perfection says it all.

Made To Be Hidden
The owner of this home had only seven inches of mounting space over an out-swing door and several casement windows. The
compact design of the K300 Retractable Awning fit beautifully and allowed full functionality of the door and windows. The deck
width was thirty-four feet, so two seventeen-foot awnings were installed end-to-end. This allows for independent operation of
each awning while maintaining a sleek, seamless look when both awnings are fully extended or retracted.

Features:

Warranty:

» Powder coated White, Almond, Sand or
Black/Brown frame

See www.nuimagepro.com for warranty details by model.

» Welded acrylic seams for increased strength
and performance

Powder Coated Frame Colors:

*Low-gloss finish

» German engineering and design
» Commercial grade frame
» Fully cassetted with or without optional
drop screen
» Drop forged components for maximum
strength
» Custom widths up to 24' in 1" increments
» Patented articulating shoulders
» 4 projections: 6'-11", 8'-6", 10'-2", 11'-8"
» Somfy Sunea CMO motor standard
» Mounts in 6” of space

WHITE

ALMOND

SAND*

BLACK/BROWN*

Welded Seams vs. Stitched Seams
NuImage welded fabric
seams look better and
outperform stitched
seams. They are virtually
invisible, lay flatter, roll
smoother, never let light
through and will last for
the life of the fabric.

NUIMAGE® WELDED
FABRIC SEAM

OTHERS’ STITCHED
FABRIC SEAM

Features & Options

The Eolis WireFree™ RTS Wind/
Motion Sensor is a battery
powered wind sensor that
provides automatic wind
protection for retractable
awnings.

The optional front rail drop
screen adds additional shade
without blocking your view.

Patented articulating shoulders
provide easy-to-adjust pitch
control. Made to last a lifetime!

The optional Roof Mount kit
provides provides all you need
for installation when wall space
height requirements cannot be
met.

IT ’S ALL ABOUT YOU!
The K300 Retractable Awning is the perfect solution for installations with minimal mounting space.
The combination of its compact, state-of-the-art design, and its elegant fully-enclosed cassette define the phrase
“Where Fashion Meets Function.” Double wall extrusions and drop forged arm components make this awning
strong and beautiful. With a Lifetime Frame Warranty, the K300 is truly a cut above the best!

www.nuimagepro.com

